We study the problem of estimating the expected reward of the optimal policy in the stochastic disjoint linear bandit setting. We prove that for certain settings it is possible to obtain an accurate estimate of the optimal policy value even with a number of samples that is sublinear in the number that would be required to find a policy that realizes a value close to this optima. We establish nearly matching information theoretic lower bounds, showing that our algorithm achieves near optimal estimation error. Finally, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm on joke recommendation and cancer inhibition dosage selection problems using real datasets.
Introduction
We consider how to efficiently estimate the best possible performance of the optimal representable decision policy in a disjoint linear contextual multi-armed bandit setting. Critically, we are interested in when it is possible to estimate this best possible performance using a sublinear number of samples, whereas a linear number of samples would typically be required to provide any such policy that can realize optimal performance.
Contextual multi-armed bandits (see e.g. [7, 21, 1] ) are a well studied setting that is having increasing influence and potential impact in a wide range of applications, including customer recommendations [21, 31] , education [19] and health [12] . In contrast to simulated domains like games and robotics simulators, in many contextual bandit applications the best potential performance of the algorithm is unknown in advance. Such situations will often involve a human-in-the-loop approach to optimizing system performance, where a human expert specifies a set of features describing the potential contexts and a set of possible interventions/arms, and then runs a contextual bandit algorithm to try to identify a high performing decision policy for what intervention to automatically provide in which context. A key challenge facing the human expert is assessing if the current set of context features and set of interventions/arms is yielding sufficient performance. This can be challenging, because without prior knowledge about what optimal performance might be possible, the human may need to run the contextual bandit algorithm until it returns an optimal policy, which may involve wasted time and effort if the best policy representable has mediocre performance. While there has been some limited algorithmic work on such human-in-the-loop settings for reinforcement learning [23, 17] to our knowledge no formal analysis exists of how to efficiently estimate the average reward of the optimal policy representable with the current set of context features and arms.
The majority of prior work on multi-armed bandits has focused on online algorithms that minimize cumulative or per-step regret (see e.g. [4, 1] ). In simple multi-armed bandit settings (with no context) there has also been work on maximizing the probability of best arm identification given a fixed budget [5, 3, 9, 16] or minimizing the number of samples needed to identify the best arm with high confidence [8, 24, 25, 14] . Note that in the simple multi-arm bandit setting, sample complexity bounds for -best arm identification will be equivalent to the bounds achievable for estimating the expected reward of the optimal policy as there is no sharing of rewards or information across arms.
In the case of contextual multi-armed bandits, there has been some limited work on single best arm identification when the arms are described by a high dimensional feature vector [13, 26, 30] . However such work does not immediately include input context features (such as from a customer or patient), and would need to be extended to handle best policy identification over (as we consider here) a linear class of policies. A separate literature seeks to identify a good policy for future use given access to batch historical data in both bandit and reinforcement learning settings [27, 2, 10, 22] . In contrast to such work, we consider the setting where the algorithm may actively gather data, and the objective is to accurately estimate the performance of the optimal policy in the set, without returning a policy that achieves such performance.
In particular, in this work we consider disjoint linear contextual bandits [21] (one parameter for each of a finite set of arms, such as a set of treatments) with a high dimensional, d, input context (such as a set of features describing the patient). We are interested in providing an accurate estimate of the expected performance of the best realizable decision policy. Here the decision policy class is implicitly defined by the input context feature space and finite set of arms. Following prior work on disjoint linear contextual bandits (see e.g. [21] ) we assume that the reward for each arm can be expressed as a linear combination of the input features and an arm-specific weight vector.
Quite surprisingly, we present an algorithm that can estimate the potential expected reward of the best policy with a number of samples (pulls of the arms) that is sublinear in the input context dimension d. This is unintuitive because this is less than what is needed to estimate any fit of the d-dimensional arm weight vector, which would require at least d samples. Our approach builds on recent work [18] that shows a related result in the context of regression, showing that the best accuracy of a regression algorithm can, in many situations, be estimated with sublinear sample size. A critical insight in that paper, which we leverage and build upon in our work, is the construction of a sequence of unbiased estimators for geometric properties of the data that can be used to estimate the best accuracy, without attempting to find the model achieving that accuracy. However, multiple additional technical subtleties arise when we move from the prediction setting to the control setting because we need to take the interaction between different arms into account while there is effective only one "arm" in the prediction setting. Even assuming that we have learned the interaction between the arms, it is not immediately clear how does such knowledge helps determine the potential expected reward of the best policy. We leverages a quantitative version of Sudakov-Fernique inequality to answer the question. While in the classical (non-disjoint) stochastic linear bandit problem, it is crucial to use the information we learned from one arm to infer information for the other arms, this does not hold in the non-disjoint setting. Nevertheless, we utilize the contexts across all the arms to reduce the estimation error, which yields a near optimal sample complexity dependency on the number of arms.
Our key contribution is an algorithm for accurately estimating the expected performance of the optimal policy in a disjoint contextual linear bandit setting with an amount of samples that is sublinear in the input context dimension. We provide theoretical bounds when the input context distributions are drawn from Gaussians with zero mean and known or unknown covariances. We then examine the performance empirically, first in a synthetic setting. We then evaluate our method both in identifying the optimal reward for a joke recommendation decision policy, based on the Jester dataset [11] , and on a new task we introduce of predicting the performance of the best linear threshold policy for selecting the dosage level to optimize cancer cell growth inhibition in the NCI-60 Cancer Growth Inhibition dataset. Encouragingly, our results suggest that our algorithm quickly obtains an accurate estimate of the optimal linear policy.
Problem Setting
A contextual multi-armed bandit (CMAB) can be described by a set of contexts X ∈ R d , a set of K arms K and a reward function. We consider the linear disjoint CMAB setting [21] , where there are a finite set of arms, and the reward y from pulling an arm a in a context x j is
For each arm a, β a is an unknown d-dimensional real vector with bounded 2 norm and b a is a real number.
For simplicity, we focus primarily on the passive setting where for each arm a, we observe N iid samples x a,1 , x a,2 , . . . , x a,N drawn from N (0, Σ), and each sample x a,j is associated with a reward. Under this setting, we denote σ 2 a as the variance of y a,j , which is smaller than β a Σβ a + σ 2 , and it is assumed that σ a are all bounded by a constant. We define the total number of samples T = K · N to draw a connection to the adaptive setting where the algorithm can adaptive choose the action to play on each context. Interestingly, in the worst case our approach of uniformly gathering samples across all actions is optimal up to a log 3/2 (dK) factor (see Theorem 2) .
Given a total of T = K · N samples (x a,j , y j ), our goal is to predict the expected reward of the optimal policy realizable with the input definition of context features and finite set of actions, which is
Summary of Results
Our first result applies to the setting where each context is drawn from a d-dimensional Gaussian distribution N (0, Σ), with a known covariance matrix Σ, and the reward for the ath arm on context x equals
is bounded by a constant. 1 Given N = Θ( −2 √ d log K log(K/δ)) samples for each arm, there is an efficient algorithm that with probability 1 − δ estimates the optimal expected reward with additive error .
Corollary 1 (Main result, known covariance setting). In the known covariance setting, for any ≥ √ log K d 1/4 , with probability 1 − δ, Algorithm 1 estimates the optimal reward OP T with additive error using a total number of samples
We prove a near matching lower bound, showing that in this passive setting, the estimation error can not be improved by more than a log K factor. The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in the supplementary material.
Theorem 1 (Lower bound for passive algorithms, known covariance setting). There exists a constant C such that for any > 0 given
samples for each arm), no algorithm can estimate the optimal reward with expected additive error less than with probability greater than 2/3.
Comparing against the adaptive setting where the algorithm can adaptively choose the action to play on each context, we prove a surprising lower bound, showing that the estimation error can not be improved much. Specifically, our passive algorithm is minimax optimal even in the adaptive setting up to a polylog(dK) factor. The proof is deferred to the supplementary material.
Theorem 2 (Lower bound for fully adaptive algorithms, known covariance setting). There exists a constant C such that no algorithm can estimate the optimal reward with additive error and probability of success at least 2/3 using a number of rounds that is less than
Our lower bound is novel, and we are not aware of similar results in this setting. It is curious that the standard approach by simply bounding the KL-divergence only yields a sub-optimalÕ( √ dK) lower bound, since the divergence contribution of each arm scales with E[T 2 i ] instead of E[T i ] in the classical (non-contextual) stochastic bandit setting. We apply a special conditioning to get around this issue.
Our algorithmic techniques apply beyond the isotropic covariance setting, and we prove an analog of Corollary 1 in the setting where the contexts x are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with arbitrary unknown covariance. Our general result, given in Corollary 7, is quite complicated. Here we highlight the special case where the desired accuracy and failure probability δ is positive constant, and the covariance is well-conditioned:
Corollary 2 (Special case of main result, unknown covariance setting). Assuming that the covariance of the context x i satisfies σ min I d Σ σ max I and σ max /σ min is a constant, for constant , Algorithm 1 takes σ min , σ max , and a total number of
samples, where γ is any positive constant and C is a universal constant.
In the unknown covariance setting, the dependency on d of our algorithm is still sublinear, though is much worse than the √ d dependency in the known covariance setting. However this can not be improved by much as the lower bound result in [18] implies that the dependency on d is at least The algorithm that achieves the above result is very straight forward. We first estimate the covariance of the context using the set of unlabeled examples up to spectral norm error, and let us denoteΣ as the estimator. Given the covariance estimator, we will execute the known covariance version Algorithm 1 and scale each context x i asΣ −1/2 x i . The covariance of the scaled context is not exactly identity, hence our estimator is biased. However, it is straight forward to show that the bias is at most O( ), which is on the same magnitude of the standard deviation of our estimator. The proof is deferred to the appendix.
Finally, we made an attempt to generalize our result beyond the Gaussian context setting and showed that if each context is drawn from a mixture of M Gaussians distribution which is completely known to the algorithm, then our algorithm can be applied to achieve estimation error while the sample complexity only increases by a factor of log M . The proof is deferred to the appendix.
Theorem 3 (Extension to the mixture of Gaussians setting). Suppose each context x is drawn independently from a mixture of Gaussian distribution M i=1 α i N (µ i , Σ i ), and the parameters µ i , Σ i , α i are all known to the algorithm. In addition, let us assume that µ i , Σ i are all bounded by a constant. Then for any ≥
there is an algorithm that estimate the optimal reward OP T with additive error using a total number of samples
The Estimators
The basic idea of our estimator for the optimal reward of linear contextual bandits is as follows. For illustration, we assume that each context x is drawn from a standard Gaussian distribution N (0, I d ).
In the realizable setting where the reward for pulling arm a on context x is β T a x + b a + η where β a , b a are the parameters associated with arm a and η is random noise with mean 0, the expected reward of the optimal policy is simply E
Notice that in the setting where x ∼ N (0, I), r is an K dimensional Gaussian random variable with mean b = (b 1 , . . . , b K ) and covariance H where H a,a = β T a β a . Hence in this simplified setting, the optimal reward of the linear contextual bandit problem can be expressed as E r∼N (b,H) [max i r i ] which is a function of b and H. Naturally, one can hope to estimate the optimal reward by first accurately estimating b and H. The bias b can be accurately estimated up to entry-wise error O( 1 N ) by computing the average of the reward of each arm, simply because for any i, y a,i is an unbiased estimator of b a .
Very recently, the authors of [18] proposed an estimator for β T β in the context of learnability estimation, or noise level estimation for linear regression. In the setting where each covariate x i is drawn from a distribution with zero mean and identity covariance, and response variable y i = β T x i + η i with independent noise η i having zero mean, they observe that for any i = j, y i y j x T i x j is an unbiased estimator of β T β. In addition, they showed that the error rate of estimating β T β using the proposed estimator 1
which implies that one can accurately estimate β T β using N = O( √ d) samples. Their estimator can be directly applied to estimate β T a β a , and we extend their techniques to the contextual bandit setting for estimating β a β a for arbitrary a, a . In order to estimate β T a β a for a = a , notice that for any i, j, E[y a,i y a ,j x T a,i x a ,j ] = β T a x a,i x T a,i x a ,j x T a ,j β a = β T a β a , and we simply take the average of all all these unbiased estimators of β T a β a . We show that O( √ d) samples for each arms suffices for accurate estimation of β T a β a for arbitrary pairs of arms a, a . Once we have estimatesb,Ĥ for b and H, ifĤ is a PSD matrix, our algorithm simply outputs E r∼N (b,Ĥ) (max i r i ), otherwise, letĤ (P SD) be the projection ofĤ on to the PSD cone and output E r∼N (b,Ĥ (P SD) ) (max i r i ). Given an approximation of b, H, it is not immediately clear how do the errors on estimating b, H translate to the error on estimating the E r∼N (b,H) [max i r i ]. Our Proposition 1 leverages a quantitative version of Sudakov-Fernique inequality due to Chatterjee [6] and shows that if each entry of H is perturbed by at most , the optimal reward E r∼N (b,H) [max i r i ] can only change by
Our estimator for the general unknown covariance setting is much more involved. Assuming each context x is drawn from an Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unknown covariance Σ, the H) and H a,a = β a Σβ a . Again, we extend the estimator proposed in [18] for β T Σβ in the linear regression setting to the contextual linear bandit setting for estimating β a Σβ a for arbitrary a, a . For each a, a , we design a series of unbiased estimators for β T a Σ 2 β a , β T a Σ 3 β a , β T a Σ 4 β a , . . . and approximate β T a Σβ a with a linear combination of these high order estimates. Our major contribution is a series of estimators which incorporate unlabeled examples. In the contextual bandit setting, especially when K is large, it is essential to incorporate unlabeled data, simply because when we estimate β a Σ k β a , the large number of examples which do not involve arm a or a are effectively unlabeled examples and can be leveraged to significantly reduce the overall variance for estimating β a Σ k β a . We prove variance bounds in Corollary 6 for these novel estimators whose accuracy depends on both the number of labeled examples and unlabeled examples. As a side note, our estimator can also be applied to the setting of estimating learnability to better utilize the unlabeled examples. Proofs, where omitted, are in the appendix.
Main Algorithm
Our main algorithm is described as Algorithm 1. In line 1, we repeat the for loop body Θ(log(K/δ)) times, and at each time, we collect n i.i.d. sample for each arm. Hence the total number of samples for each arm N = Θ(n(log(K/δ)). For ease of notations, we will use n instead of N when we write down the error rate of the algorithm.
In line 3, 4, 5, for each arm a we collect n i.i.d. samples and estimate the bias of that arm b a . The estimation error of the bias vector b is bounded by the following corollary, and the claim holds by applying Chebyshev's inequality with the variance of y a,i .
After estimating b a , we can subtract b a off from all the y a,i . For sufficiently large n, our estimation of b a is accurate enough such that we can assume that y a,i = β T a x a,i + η a,i . After collecting n i.i.d. samples from each arm, in the known covariance setting, we run Algorithm 2 to estimate the covariance H in line 8. In the unknown covariance setting, we need to split the n examples for each arm into one labeled example set and one unlabeled examples set, and then run Algorithm 3 to estimate the covariance H. Bounds on Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 are formulated in the following two corollaries.
Corollary 5. Given n independent samples for each arm, for a fixed pair a, a , with probability at least 2/3, the output of Algorithm 2 satisfies |Ĥ a,a − H a,a | ≤ 3 9d + 3n
where σ 2 a = Var[y a,i ]. The above corollary follows from applying Chebyshev's inequality with the variance bound established in Proposition 3 and Proposition 2. Corollary 6. Given n independent samples for each arm, and s unlabeled examples, for a fixed pair a, a , with probability at least 2/3, the output of Algorithm 3 satisfies
The above corollary follows from applying Chebyshev's inequality with the variance bound established in Proposition 4. Notice that after sample splitting in Algorithm 1, the size of the set of the unlabeled examples s = Kn/2.
Since each entry of our estimation of b, the output of Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 only satisfies the bound in Corollary 4, Corollary 5 or Corollary 6 respectively with probability 2/3, we boost the entry-wise success probability to 1 − δ/(K 2 + K) by repeating the estimation procedure Θ(log(K/δ)) times and compute the median of our estimation (line 19 to line 20) , such that the overall success probability is at least 1 − δ. We formalize the effect of this standard boosting procedure in Fact 11.
Line 21 projects the matrixĤ onto the PSD cone and obtains the PSD matrixĤ P SD . This step is a convex optimization problem and can be solved efficiently. By the triangle inequality and the upper bound of max i,j |Ĥ i,j − H i,j |, the discrepancy after this projection: max i,j |Ĥ (P SD) i,j − H i,j | can be bounded with the upper bound in Corollary 5 and Corollary 6 up to a factor of 2.
Now that we have established upper bounds on the estimation error of b and H, we use these to bound the estimation error of the optimal reward. for a = 1 to K do 3:
Pull the a'th arm n times, and let matrix X a = x a,1 · · · x a,n consists of the n contexts, y a = y a,1 · · · y a,n consists of the n rewards. for a = 1 to K do 11:
X a ← x a,1 · · · x a,n/2 .
12:
y a ← y a,1 · · · y a,n/2 .
13:
S a ← x a,n/2+1 · · · x a,n . {Split x into a labeled example set and an unlabeled example set} 14: end for 15:
We are ready to state our main theorem for the known covariance setting.
Theorem 4 (Main theorem on Algorithm 1, known covariance setting). In the known covariance setting, with probability at least 1 − δ, Algorithm 1 estimates the expected reward of the optimal policy with error bounded as follows:
For the following main theorem on the general unknown covariance setting, the proof is identical to the proof of Theorem 4.
Theorem 5 (Main theorem on Algorithm 1, unknown covariance setting). In the unknown covariance setting, for any positive integer k, with probability 1 − δ, Algorithm 1 estimates the optimal reward OPT with additive error:
Choosing the optimal k in Theorem 5 yields the following Corollary 7 on the overall sample complexity in the unknown covariance setting.
Corollary 7. For any >
, with probability 1 − δ, Algorithm 1 estimates the optimal reward OPT with additive error using a total number of
In the next two sections, we describe our estimators for H in both known and unknown covariance settings.
Estimating H in the Known Covariance Setting
In this section, we show that the output of Algorithm 2 satisfies Proposition 2 and Proposition 3. As stated earlier, we assume Σ = I and E[x] = 0 in this section.
with the diagonal and lower triangular entries set to zero. 4:Ĥ a,a ← y T a A up y a / n 2 .
5:
for a = a + 1 to K do 6:Ĥ a,a ← y T a X a X T a y a / n 2 . 7:Ĥ a ,a ←Ĥ a,a .
8:
end for 9: end for 10: Output:Ĥ.
To bound the estimation error of H, first observe thatĤ a,a
computed in Algorithm 2 is equal to 1 ( n 2 ) i<j y a,i y a,j x T a,i x a,j . The following proposition on the estimation error ofĤ a,a is a restatement of Proposition 4 in [18] .
Proposition 2 (Restatement of Proposition 4 in [18] ). For each arm a, defineĤ a,a = 1
The estimateĤ a,a = y T a X a X T a y a / n 2 computed in Algorithm 2 is equivalent to 1 n 2 i,j y a,i y a ,j x T a,i x a ,j , and the following proposition bounds the estimation error ofĤ a,a for a = a .
Proposition 3. For a pair of arms a, a , defineĤ a,a = 1
We need the following fact about the 4-th moment of Gaussian distribution in the proof of this proposition.
For each term in the summation, we classify it into one of the 3 different cases according to i, j, i , j :
1. If i = i and j = j , the term is 0.
2. If i = i and j = j , the term can then be expressed as:
The last equality follows from Fact 1.
3. If i = i and j = j , this case is symmetric to the last case and 3σ 2 a σ 2 a is an upper bound. 4. If i = i and j = j , the term can then be expressed as: E[y 2 a,i y 2 a ,j (x T a,i x a ,j ) 2 ] − (β T a β a ) 2 . First taking the expectation over x a ,j , y a ,j , we get the following upper bound 3E[y 2 a,i (x T a,i x a,i )]σ 2 a . Notice that x T a,i x a,i = d l=1 (e T j x a,i ) 2 . Taking the expectation over the ith sample and applying the fourth moment condition of x, we get the following bound: 9dσ 2 a σ 2 a . The final step is to sum the contributions of these 3 cases. Case 2 and 3 have 4 n 3 different quadruples (i, j, i , j ). Case 4 has n 2 different quadruples (i, j, i , j ). Combining the resulting bounds yields: 1
Estimating H in the Unknown Covariance Setting
In this section, we present the algorithm for estimating H in the unknown covariance setting and its main proposition. We assume each context x a,i of the input of Algorithm 3 is drawn from N (0, Σ).
The following is the main proposition for Algorithm 3. Note 1 ( n 2 ) y T a (X a X T a ) up y a is an unbiased estimator of β T a Σ 2 β a , and 1 n 2 y T a X a X T a y a is an unbiased estimator of β T a Σ 2 β a . For any t ≥ 1,
X T a ) up y a is an unbiased estimator of β T a Σ 2+t β a , and 1 
. . X T G t−1 X. 4: for i = 1 to m do 5:Ĥ a,a ← y T a (X a P X T a ) up y a / n 2 .
6:
for a = a + 1 to m do 7:Ĥ a,a ← y T a X a P X T a y a /n 2 .
8:
. ., one can linearly combine these estimates to approximate β a Σβ where the coefficients correspond to the coefficients of x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , . . . in the polynomial provided by Proposition 3 of [18] . We plug in such a polynomial to Algorithm 3 and obtain the following proposition on the approximation of diagonal entry H a,a = β a Σβ a and off-diagonal entry H a,a = β a Σβ a . X T G t−1 X be the matrix P defined in Algorithm 3. We have that for any a = a ,
Experiments
We now briefly provide some empirical indication of the benefit of our approach. In all these experiments, we consider the known covariance setting. Note that as long as prior data about contexts is available, as it will commonly be in consumer, health and many other applications, it would be possible to estimate the covariance in advance. We first present results in a synthetic contextual multi-armed bandits setting. There are K = 5 arms, and the input context vectors are drawn from a normal distribution with 0 mean and an identity covariance matrix. Our results are displayed in Figure 1 for context vectors of dimension 500, 2,000 and 50,000. Here our aim is to illustrate that we are able to estimate the optimal reward accurately after seeing significant fewer contexts than would be required by the standard alternative approach for contextual bandits which would try to estimate the optimal policy, and then estimate the performance of that optimal policy. More precisely, in this setting we use the linear disjoint contextual bandits algorithm [21] to estimate the betas and covariance for each arm (with an optimally chosen regularization parameter in the settings where n < d). We then define the optimal policy as the best policy given those empirical estimates. We show the true reward of this learned policy. Figure 1 : The three synthetic data plots depict our algorithm for estimating the optimal reward in a synthetic domain with dimension d = 500 (left), d=2,000 (center), and d =50,000 (right) in the setting with m = 5 arms corresponding to independently chosen vectors β 1 , . . . , β 5 ∈ R d with entries chosen independently from N (0, 1). Our estimated value of the optimal reward is accurate when the sample size is significantly less than d, a regime where the best learned policy does not accurately represent the optimal policy. The right plot depicts optimal reward estimation for a recommendation system that recommends one of 10 jokes (arms), where features are based on evaluations of 90 other jokes, represented in a d = 2000 dimensional space. In each plot the blue line corresponds to the true reward of the optimal policy. and the red lines depicts the performance of the learned policy at that sample size using disjount linUCB.
We also present results for a real-world setting that mimics a standard recommendation platform trying to choose which products to recommend to a user, given a high-dimensional featurization for that user. Our experiment is based on the Jester dataset [11] . This is a well studied dataset which includes data for >70,000 individuals providing ratings for 100 jokes. We frame this a multi-armed bandit setting by holding out the 10 most-rated jokes, and seeking to learn a policy to select which of these jokes to offer to a particular input user, based on a feature set that captures that user's preferences based on the ratings for the remaining 90 jokes. We keep a set of 48447 users who rated all the 10 most popular jokes. For each person, we create a d = 2000 dimensional feature vector by multiplying their 90-dimensional vector of joke ratings (with missing entries replaced by that user's average rating) by a random 90 × 2000 matrix (with i.i.d. N (0, 1) entries), and then applying a sigmoid to each of the resulting values. The reward is the user's reported rating for the joke selected by the policy. We found that the optimal expected linear policy value using this featurization was 2.98 (out of a range of 0 to 5). For comparison, the same approach with d = 100 has optimal policy with value 2.81, reflecting the fact that linear functions of the lower dimensional featurization cannot capture the preferences of the user as accurately as the higher dimensional featurization. Even for d = 2000, the full dataset of ≈ 50, 000 people is sufficient to accurately estimate this "ground truth" optimal policy. Based on this d = 2000 representation of the user's context, we find that even with n = 500 contexts, we can accurately estimate the optimal reward of the best threshold policy, to within about 0.1 accuracy, which improves significant for n ≥ 1000 (Figure 1 (right) ). Note that this is significantly lower than we would need to compute any optimal policy. We also evaluated our algorithm on NCI-60 Cancer Growth Inhibition dataset, where the cell growth inhibition effect is recorded for different types of chemical compounds tested on 60 different cancer cell lines with different concentration levels. We picked 26555 types of chemicals that are tested on the NCI-H23 (non-small cell lung cancer) cell line with concentration level: −4, −5, −6, −7, −8 log10(M). We obtain the 1000-dimensional Morgan Fingerprints representation of each chemical from its SMILES representation using the Morgan algorithm implemented in RDKit. The task is to choose the most effective concentration level (among the five concentration levels) for the chemical compound, given the high-dimensional feature representation of the compound. We re-scaled the cancer inhibition effect as between 0 and 200, where 0 means no growth inhibition, 100 means completion growth inhibition, and 200 means the cancer cells are all dead. Figure 5 depicts the result of running our algorithm and LinUCB algorithm [21] . The blue line depicts the true reward (65.29) of the optimal policy estimated from all 26555 datapoints. The red line depicts the average reward and confidence interval over the last 100 rounds by executing the LinUCB algorithm with α = 1 and different sample size. Notice that the LinUCB algorithm is fully adaptive and a given sample size n in Figure 5 actually corresponds to running LinUCB algorithm for 5n rounds. Unlike our algorithm which achieves an accurate estimation with roughly 500 samples per arm, LinUCB is unable to learn a good policy even with 5 × 4000 = 20000 adaptive rounds. In this example, there is very little linear correlation between the feature of the chemical compound and the inhibition effect, and simply always choosing the highest concentration achieves near-optimal reward. However, it takes thousands of rounds for the disjoint LinUCB algorithm to start playing near optimally. 
Conclusion
To conclude, we present a promising approach for estimating the optimal reward in linear disjoint contextual bandits using a number of samples that is sublinear in the input contextual dimension. Without further assumptions a linear number of samples is required to output a single potentially optimal policy. There exist many interesting directions for future work, including considering more generic contextual bandit settings with an infinite set of arms.
Proof of Proposition 1
Proof of Proposition 1. The following lemma is a restatement of Theorem 1.2 of [6] which bound the change of the expected maximum by the entry-wise perturbation of the covariance matrix.
Lemma 1 handles the perturbation of the covariance matrix. The following simple proposition handles the perturbation of the mean, which, combined with Lemma 1, immediately implies the statement of our proposition.
Lemma 2.
Let H ∈ R m×m be a PSD matrices, and b, b ∈ R m be two m-dimensional real vectors.
Then the random vector x follows from N (b , H). We have
which concludes the proof.
Combining the two lemma, we have that
Proofs of the Upper Bounds in the Known Covariance Setting
Proof of Theorem 4. Applying Fact 11 on top of Corollary 5, we have that for a fixed i, j, with probability at least 1 − exp(− log(K 2 /δ − 1) ≥ 1 − δ/(K 2 + K), the median estimatesĤ of Algorithm 1 satisfies |Ĥ i,j − H i,j | ≤ 3 9d+3n n 2 σ i σ j . We defineσ such that σ i ≤σ for all i. Applying Fact 11 with Corollary 4, we get that for a fixed i, with probability at least 1−exp(− log(K 2 /δ)−1) ≥ 1−δ/(K 2 +K), the median estimatesb of Algorithm 1 satisfies |b i − b i | ≤ 3 1 n σ i . Hence by a union bound, we have that with probability at least 1 − δ,Ĥ andb satisfy
In order to bound the discrepancy betweenĤ (P SD) and H, notice that by the optimality ofĤ (P SD) , there is max |Ĥ
Thus, by Proposition 1, with probability 1 − δ the final estimation error is bounded by
where we have apply the fact thatσ is a constant.
Corollary 1 follows immediately from Theorem 4.
Proof of Corollary 1. In order to achieve additive error , we set n = Θ( log K
where the last equality holds by Theorem 4 and the assumption on . Algorithm 1 in total requires T = Θ(nK(log K + log(1/δ))) = Θ( √ dK log K 2 (log K + log(1/δ))) samples. 
Since the average of unbiased estimators is still an unbiased estimator, the proposition statement about the expectation holds. We write the variance of the estimator as follows,
2. If i = i and j = j , the term can be written as
, and the second difference is bounded by constant by the four moment condition of Gaussian.
3. If i = i and j = j , this case is symmetric to case 2.
4. If i = i and j = j , the term can be written as E[y 2 a,i y 2 a,j x T
. By Lemma 2 of [18] , the first expectation is bounded by
, and the second difference is bounded by O(d) by the four moment condition of Gaussian.
The final step is to sum the contributions of these 3 cases. Case 2 has O(n 3 ) different quadruples (i, j, i , j ). Case 4 has n 2 different quadruples (i, j, i , j ). Combining the resulting bounds yields the following bound on the variance:
Proposition 6. For arm a = a , let µ a = j ya,j xa,j n , µ a = j y a ,j x a ,j n . We denote {x i } as a set of unlabeled examples, where |x i | = s.
where f (k) = k O(k) .
Proof. Notice that E[µ a ] = Σβ a . It's easy to see that
For the variance bound, we can express the variance as the summation of the following two terms,
The first term, by Lemma 2 of [18] and Fact 3, is bounded by
The second term, by Proposition 7, is bounded by O( d+n n 2 ), and summing up the two bounds yields the desired variance bound.
Before proving Proposition 4, we first briefly show that the quantity computed in Algorithm 3 is equivalent to the estimators appear in Proposition 5 and Proposition 6.
. Since G is an upper triangular matrix, the summation is equivalent to
We can further expand 1 ( n 2 )( s t )
y T a Ay a as 1 ( n 2 )( s t ) i,j y a,i A i,j y a,j = 1 ( n 2 )( s t ) i<j y a,i A i,j y a,j since A is an upper triangular matrix. Plugging in the expansion of A i,j , we get the expansion 1 s k n 2 i<j y a,i y a,j x T a,i i1<i2<...<it
, which by Proposition 5 is an unbiased estimator of β a Σ t+2 β a . The case for β a Σ t+2 β a can be proved analogously.
We restate Proposition 4 as follows: 
where in the last inequality we use the unbiasedness of these estimators. By Proposition 5, Proposition 6 and due to the fact that for any random variable X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X k ,
where we have applied Proposition 3 of [18] in the last inequality. The case for β a Σβ a can be handled analogously, and this concludes the proof.
The following are the auxiliary propositions that facilitate the proof in this sections. 2 ] = 1 n 2 ( i =j y a,i y a,j x T a,i x a,j + i y 2 a,i x T a,i x a,i ) = O( β a 2 ) + 1 n 2 i y 2 a,i x T a,i x a,i ≤ O((1 + nd n 2 )( β a 2 + σ 2 )) = O( n+d n ). The following proposition is a slightly more stronger version of Proposition 3. We omit the proof since it is almost identical to the proof of Proposition 3. We are ready to prove the main theorem of the unknown covariance, and we restate Theorem 5 as follows,
Theorem 5. In the unknown covariance setting, for any positive integer k, with probability 1 − δ, Algorithm 1 estimates the optimal reward OPT with additive error:
Proof of Theorem 5. Applying Fact 11 on top of Corollary 6, we have that for a fixed i, j, with probability at least 1 − δ/(K 2 + K), the median estimatesĤ of Algorithm 1 satisfies
Applying Fact 11 with Corollary 4, we get that for a fixed i, with probability at least 1 − δ/(K 2 + K), the median estimatesb of Algorithm 1 satisfies |b i − b i | = O( 1 n ). Hence by a union bound, we have that with probability at least 1 − δ,Ĥ andb satisfy
Proof of Corollary 7. Let C be the constant in Theorem 5. We can find constants C 1 , C 2 such that setting k = min(C 1 √ log K/ , σmax σmin (log(log K/ 2 ) + C 2 )) implies that
Then we set
,
and it can be verified that
where we have applied the assumption that ≥ √ log K d 1/4 . Given our assumption on k, it is straightforward to verify that (log K) 2/(k+2) / 4/(k+2) = O(1). Hence the condition on n can be simplified to
).
Given these n and k, it is not hard to verify that
and this concludes the proof. x i x T i as the covariance estimator. By standard matrix concentration results (e.g. Corollary 5.50 in [29] ), we have that with probability 1−δ/2,
Then, we execute the known covariance version of Algorithm 1 but scale each context x i,j aŝ Σ −1/2 x i,j . Notice that the scaled contexts has varianceΣ :=Σ −1/2 ΣΣ −1/2 , and we defineβ i :=Σ 1/2 β i as the scaled coefficient vectors. As in the proof of Corollary 1, we set n = Θ(
The bias term is bounded as
where the last equality holds since max x∈[1− 2 / log K,
Since we assume that β T i Σβ i is bounded by a constant, β i 2 = β T iΣ β i is also bounded by a constant. Hence we have max
The remaining proof follows from the same argument in the proof of Theorem 4.
Extension to the Mixture of Gaussians Setting
Problem setting: In this section, we extend our result to the mixture of Gaussians setting, where we assume each context x is drawn from a known mixture of Gaussians distribution
, meaning that the means µ i ', covariances Σ i 's and mixing weights α i 's are all known to the algorithm. WLOG, we may assume that the mean of the mixture of Gaussians is 0 and the covariance is identity, namely
we can always re-project the data to make the condition holds. As usual, we still assume that all β i and the variance of the noise σ i are bounded.
The following simple proposition shows that the optimal expected reward in the mixture of Gaussian model is simply the linear combination of the optimal expected reward for each component. x k ],
Proof. We know from the single Gaussian case that the expected optimal reward for the contexts from the mth Gaussian component is
The overall optimal expected reward is the weight average of all these rewards with weights α k 's.
In the following two propositions, we give the estimators for the parameters corresponding to each Gaussian compoennt, b (m) , H (m) and prove the corresponding variance bounds. Our estimators can be applied to the mixture of Gaussian setting since it only requires the fourth moment of the distribution of x to be bounded. Before stating our two propositions, we state the following simple fourth moment property of mixture of Gaussian distribution without proofs.
Then, for all k ∈
Proof. The proof of the expectation part is trivial. We show the variance bound as follows: 
where the last inequality follows from the 4-th moment condition of mixture of Gaussian distribution.
3. If i = i and j = j , this case is symmetric to the last case.
4. If i = i and j = j , the term can then be expressed as:
First taking the expectation over x a ,j , y a ,j , we get the following upper bound
) We restate the main theorem of the mixture of Gaussians setting as follows, Theorem 3. Suppose each context x is drawn independently from a mixture of Gaussian distribution M i=1 α i N (µ i , Σ i ), and the parameters µ i , Σ i , α i are all known to the algorithm. In addition, let us assume that µ i , Σ i are all bounded by a constant. Then, for any ≥ √ log K d 1/4 , with probability 1 − δ, there is an algorithm that estimate the optimal reward OP T with additive error using a total number of samples 
Using the median of means trick as in Algorithm 1, we have that given
where we need ≥ √ log K/d 1/4 for this to holds. The optimal reward for each component m is
x k ], and by Proposition 1, we can derive estimator OP T 
and uses a total of
samples.
Minimax Lowerbound for Passive Algorithms
In this section, we prove the following proposition about the information theoretical lower bound for estimating the optimal reward, which is equivalent to Theorem 1.
Proposition 11 (Restatement of Theorem 1). Given √ d samples of each arm, there is no algorithm that can estimate the optimal reward with additive error O( √ log K) with probability better than 2/3.
Proof. We show our lower bound by upper bounding the total variational distance between the following two cases:
1. Draw n independent samples (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x n , y n ) where x i ∼ N (0, I), y i ∼ N (0, 1). Repeat this procedure K times.
2. First pick a uniformly random unit vector v and set b = √ with probability 1/ √ K and b = 0 with probability 1 − 1/ √ K, then draw n independent samples (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x n , y n ) where x i ∼ N (0, I), y i = bv T x i + η i , where η i ∼ N (0, 1 − b 2 ). Repeat this procedure K times.
The optimal reward of case 1 is always 0, while with the help of Fact 10, it is easy to verify that the expected optimal reward of case 2 is Ω( √ log K). We are going to prove that no algorithm can distinguish the two cases with probability more than 2/3. Let Q n denote the joint distribution of (x 1 , y 1 ), . . . , (x n , y n ) in case 2. Our goal is to bound the total variantion distance D T V (Q ⊗K n , N (0, I) ⊗nK ) which is smaller than √ χ 2 (Q ⊗K n ,N (0,I) ⊗nK ) 2 by the properties of chi-square divergence. In case 2, for a fixed v and b, the conditional distribution x|y ∼ N (ybv, I − b 2 vv T ). Let P y,v denote such a conditional distribution. The chi-square divergence can be expressed as:
. . . xn,yn Hence the above equation is bounded by (1 + 1 K ) K ≤ e, and the total variation distance satisfies D T V (Q ⊗K n , N (0, I) ⊗nK ) ≤ 0.65.
Minimax Lowerbound for Adaptive Algorithms
This section is dedicated for the proof of Theorem 2. We restate Theorem 2 as follows:
Theorem 2. In the known covariance setting, there exists a constant C such that no algorithm can estimate the optimal reward with additive error with probability 2/3 within
rounds.
We begin with some definitions of the notations to facilitate the proof.
Notation
Assuming we are in the contextual mult-armed bandit setting where each context x i is drawn from N (0, I d ), and a bandit is defined by the set of K coefficient vectors (β 1 , . . . , β K ). Given a policy π, and a bandit problem ν, let (x 1 , a 1 , r 1 , . . . , x T , a T , r T ) denote the context, action, reward trajectory induced by the policy π and bandit ν with arms' coefficients (β 1 , . . . , β K ), whose distribution is P ν , and let P ν be the distribution of the trajectory of problem ν with arms' coefficients (β 1 , . . . , β K ). For a fixed trajectory (x 1 , a 1 , r 1 , . . . , x T , a T , r T ), let T a = generated by the algorithm is indistinguishable in the two cases, while the OP T in the two cases are very different. The following classical fact shows that as long as the trajectories is similar in the two cases, the output of the algorithm is going to be similar as well.
Fact 5. Given any algorithm A that interact with bandit and output a quantity OP T , let P ν , P ν be the distribution of the trajectory of A interacting with ν, ν , and Q ν , Q ν be the distribution of the output OP T under ν and ν . If D TV (P ν , P ν ) ≤ δ, then D TV (Q ν , Q ν ) ≤ δ.
Given this fact, what we need is to find the two bandit problems, such that |OP T ν − OP T ν | = Θ( ), and the D TV (P ν , P ν ) ≤ 1/3. With a coupling argument, it is easy to see that the algorithm much incur Θ( ) error with probability 2/3 in one of the two cases. The following lemma asserts the existence of such two bandit problems. We compute the closed form expression of the expectation term as follows,
By the fact that for any random variable X, E[X] ≤ t + ∞ x=t Pr(X > x)dx, we have
Auxiliary Lemmas
Fact 8 (Pinsker's inequality for arbitrary measure). Let P, Q be two positive measure such that dP ≤ 1, dQ ≤ 1. Then
Proof. The proof is classic, and we follows the proof of Lemma 2.5 of the book [28] . Notice that the difference between this version of Pinsker's inequality and the classic one is that P dµ and Qdµ do not need to be 1, and the proof follows until the last part (first paragraph of page 89 on [28] ) where we have
Fact 9 (Upper bound of the expectation of the maximum of Gaussians, see e.g. [15] ). Given that x ∼ N (0, Σ) where Σ ∈ R m×m and Σ i,i ≤ σ 2 for all i = 1, . . . , m, E[max |x i |] ≤ √ 2σ √ log m Fact 10 (Lower bound of the expectation of the maximum of Gaussians, see e.g. [15] ). Given that x ∼ N (0, I m ), E[max |x i |] ≥ 0.23 √ log m Fact 11 (Median of means trick). Given a randomized algorithm that, with probability 2/3, output an estimatex such that |x − x| ≤ . If we independently execute the algorithm t times, the median of the estimates satisfies |median(x 1 , . . . ,x t ) − x| ≤ with probability at least 1 − exp(−t/48).
Proof. Notice that if there is more than t/2 estimates that fall into the interval [x − , x + ], the median of the estimates must have error less than . Hence, we only need to upper bound the probability that the there are less than t/2 estimates that fall into the interval [x − , x + ]. Let z i be the indicator random variable of whetherx i fall into the interval [x − , x + ]. By Chernoff bound (Fact 12), we have
Fact 12 (Chernoff Bound). Suppose X 1 , . . . , X n are independent random variables taking values in {0, 1} with µ = E[ n i=1 X i ]. Then for any δ > 0,
